iPhone Headphones for iPhone Earbuds for iPhone in-Ear Lightning
Headphones silbyloyoe MFi Certified Lightning Earbuds with Mic
Controller Compatible iPhone 11 11 Pro X XS Max XR 7 8 Plus White
Review-2021

FUNCTIONS CONTROL LIGHTNING HEADPHONES:Built-in controller iphone headphones with
hands-free microphone. Functional iphone earbudslightning earbuds play music, headphones for
iphone adjust volume,lightning earbuds change track and call. Enjoy music and movie with earbuds
for iphone.
HD SOUND HEADPHONES FOR IPHONE: Lightweight in iphone earbuds body, iphone
headphones naturally matches ear canals, clear sounds earbuds for iphone, pleasant bass lightning
headphones. Noise-insulating lightning headphones seals surrounding noise. Lightning earbuds
have soft adjustable silicone ear piece sizes so slide right in ears comfort with headphones for
iphone.
TECHNIACL DESIGN IPHONE EARBUDS: Ergonomic design iphone headphones, lightning
headphones fit for listening musicheadphones for iphone bring great experience while running,
jogging,cycling, weightlifting, walking and exercising. earbuds for iphone have great connection with
intensive outworks lightning earbuds.
IPHONE COMPATIBLEAdapter free iphone headphones. HD sound iphone earbuds (iphone MFI
Certified lightning earbuds),earbuds for iphone connect with lightning headphones (iPhone 7, 7 Plus
/ iPhone 8, 8 Plus / iPhone X, XS Max / iPhone XR,iPhone 11/11 Pro),Extensive headphones for
iphone
LIGHTNING EARBUDS: iphone headphones owns premium Grade A chip, each of our earbuds for
iphone will be tested, iphone earbuds are backed by 1-month limited warranty, lightning headphones
brings better experience to you.Choose SILBYLOYOE headphones is your smart
performanceAlways suffering from noisy environment in modern life?
1.Immerse Yourself in The Music World.
2.Silbyloyoe Earbud Headphones for iPhone (Lightning connector compatible)
3.Great design is more than just looks. Our Lightning Earbuds are super comfortable, so using them
for hours at a time doesnâ€™t feel a chore, when working out and listening to music, for example.
4.Uses Lighning port for connection, you get better, more unadulterated, pure sound direct digitally.
Essential Specs
Impedance:32Â±5
Sensitivty:115Â±3dB at 1KHz,6mW
Frequency respond:10Hz~23KHz
Rated Input Power:5mW
Maximum Input Power:10mW
Plug Type: Lightning Connector
Wire:TPE2.0 turn 1.5 135CM
1 x MFi earphones (lightning connector)
3 x Pairs of eartip fittings (S, M-on the earbuds, L)
IPHONE COMPATIBLE
Adapter free iphone headphones. HD sound iphone earbuds (iphone MFI Certified lightning
earbuds),earbuds for iphone connect with lightning headphones (iPhone 7, 7 Plus / iPhone 8, 8 Plus
/ iPhone X, XS Max / iPhone XR,iPhone 11/11 Pro),Extensive headphones for iphone
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iphone earbuds
HD SOUND HEADPHONES FOR IPHONE
Lightweight in iphone earbuds body, iphone headphones naturally matches ear canals, clear sounds
earbuds for iphone, pleasant bass lightning headphones. Noise-insulating lightning headphones
seals surrounding noise. Lightning earbuds have soft adjustable silicone ear piece sizes so slide
right in ears comfort with headphones for iphone.
FUNCTIONS CONTROL LIGHTNING HEADPHONES
FUNCTIONS CONTROL LIGHTNING HEADPHONES
Built-in controller iphone headphones with hands-free microphone.

Functional iphone earbudslightning earbuds play music, headphones for iphone adjust
volume,lightning earbuds change track and call. Enjoy music and movie with earbuds for iphone.
iphone headphones
ERGONOMIC DESIGNED
silbyloyoe earphones are ergonomically designed to perfectly meet your ear shape, give a secure fit
for the purest sound and maximum isolation from external noise.
OWNS PREMIUM GRADE A CHIP
Plug and play, no need to connect Bluetooth
BASS DUCT DESIGN
A tightly sealed acoustic design allows for a high level of sound isolation which aides in the
reproduction of powerful and extended bass response.
iphone earbuds
COMFORTABLE FIT
Hybrid silicone earbuds provide long lasting comfort and designed to reduce ambient noise; small,
medium and large earbuds are included to fine tune your fitment.
LIGHT&COMPACT
So light you can barely notice, comfortable after hours of wear thanks to its ergonomic design.
DURABLE MATERIAL
With a durable design with high quality in materials inside each wire have inside oxygen free copper
wire technology and sweat proof making it perfect for for daily use
TECHNIACL DESIGN IPHONE EARBUDS
TECHNIACL DESIGN IPHONE EARBUDS
Ergonomic design iphone headphones, lightning headphones fit for listening musicheadphones for
iphone bring great experience while running, jogging,cycling, weightlifting, walking and exercising.
earbuds for iphone have great connection with intensive outworks lightning earbuds. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

